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We compute predictions for various low-transverse-momentum bulk observables in
√
sNN = 5.023
TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC from the event-by-event next-to-leading-order perturbative-QCD
+ saturation + viscous hydrodynamics (”EKRT”) model. In particular, we consider the central-
ity dependence of charged hadron multiplicity, flow coefficients of the azimuth-angle asymmetries
and correlations of event-plane angles. The centrality dependencies of the studied observables are
predicted to be very similar to those at 2.76 TeV, and the magnitudes of the flow coefficients and
event-plane angle correlations are predicted to be close to those at 2.76 TeV. The flow coefficients
may, however, offer slightly more discriminating power on the temperature dependence of QCD
matter viscosity than the 2.76 TeV measurements. Our prediction for the multiplicity in the 0-
5% centrality class, obtained using the two temperature-dependent shear-viscosity-to-entropy ratios
that give the best overall fit to RHIC and LHC data is dNch/dη
∣∣
|η|≤0.5 = 1876 . . . 2046. We also pre-
dict a power-law increase from 200 GeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC to 2.76 and 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC, dNch/dη
∣∣
|η|≤0.5 ∝ s0.164...0.174.
PACS numbers: 25.75.-q, 25.75.Nq, 25.75.Ld, 12.38.Mh, 12.38.Bx, 24.10.Nz, 24.85.+p
I. INTRODUCTION
The strategic goal of the ultrarelativistic heavy-ion
physics programs at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
and Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) is to un-
derstand the behavior of nuclear, hadronic and partonic
matter under extreme conditions of temperature and
density. These programs are designed to test the the-
ory of the strong interaction, Quantum Chromodynam-
ics (QCD), which predicts a new state of matter, the
Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). To quantitatively under-
stand the formation and transport properties of QCD
matter, and QGP in particular, is the central driving
force of the current LHC and RHIC heavy-ion experi-
ments. This ambitious mission motivates also the new
heavy-ion run at the LHC, where beams of lead ions are
collided at a
√
sNN = 5.023 TeV center-of-mass energy
per nucleon-nucleon pair.
To explore the QGP we have to reconstruct its proper-
ties from final-state observables measured in the heavy-
ion experiments. The basic bulk observables for this pur-
pose are hadronic multiplicities, transverse momentum
(pT ) spectra, and Fourier harmonics (vn) of azimuth-
angle distributions. Measurements of these observables
at LHC and RHIC provide convincing evidence for a
formation of a strongly collective system and a nearly-
thermalized low-viscosity QGP (for recent reviews, see
[1, 2]), whose expansion and cooling are describable with
dissipative relativistic fluid dynamics [3–16]. Additional
observables, such as the measured event-by-event (EbyE)
probability distributions of the relative vn fluctuations
[17], various event-plane angle correlations [18], and also
correlations of different flow harmonics [19] provide in-
dependent further constraints on the initial state and its
fluctuations as well as the transport properties of QCD
matter [3].
Consequently, it is of vital importance to understand
the QCD dynamics of the formation and space-time evo-
lution of the system produced in heavy-ion collisions. For
this, one needs a comprehensive description of the differ-
ent stages of heavy-ion collisions which bases as closely
as possible on QCD – and which preferably not only can
reproduce the existing data but also predict observables
for forthcoming heavy-ion runs.
The details of initial isotropization and thermalization
of QCD matter [20] (for a recent review, see [21]) remain
still open. Nevertheless, the theoretical progress, both in
calculating the initial states from QCD [3, 7, 22–30] and
in describing the subsequent space-time evolution with
dissipative fluid dynamics event by event, has recently
brought us closer to the challenging goal of determining
QCD matter properties such as shear viscosity [3, 7, 8,
31], bulk viscosity [32, 33] and even equation of state [34]
from the data.
The key input for the heavy-ion fluid dynamics are the
initial conditions, in particular the initial energy den-
sities, formation times and flow conditions, which all
fluctuate spatially as well as from one event to another.
A viable QCD-based framework to compute such initial
conditions is the next-to-leading order (NLO)-improved
EKRT EbyE model introduced in detail in [3]. This
model describes remarkably consistently the centrality
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2dependence of hadronic multiplicities, pT spectra and
vn coefficients measured at mid-rapidity in
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC and in 200 GeV
Au+Au collisions at RHIC, as well as the fluctuation
spectra of relative vn’s and event plane angle correla-
tions measured at the LHC (see [3]). As shown in [3],
only with such a global analysis including both LHC and
RHIC data one may systematically constrain the tem-
perature dependence of the shear-viscosity-to-entropy ra-
tio, η/s(T ), as a genuine matter property. In addi-
tion, owing to the fact that the EKRT initial states are
obtained using NLO perturbative QCD (supplemented
with a transparent saturation criterion), the NLO EbyE
EKRT model has clear predictive power both in cms-
energy and centrality – which we will now exploit.
In this paper, we employ the NLO-improved EKRT
EbyE setup of Ref. [3] to compute predictions for the
centrality dependence of charged hadron multiplicity and
flow coefficients of the azimuth-angle asymmetries at
mid-rapidity in
√
sNN = 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb collisions
at the LHC. In addition, we calculate also various corre-
lations of two event-plane angles. To test the predictive
power of this approach, we keep the few model parame-
ters (explained below) fixed exactly as they were in [3].
Especially, we will exploit the findings of [3] that the best
overall description of the LHC and RHIC data was ob-
tained with η/s(T ) which ranges from a constant 0.2 to
η/s(T ) = 0.12 +K(T/MeV − 150) with K = −0.125/50
for T ≤ 150 MeV and K = 0.525/350 for T ≥ 150 MeV.
A particular goal here is to see whether any of the stud-
ied observables would show increased sensitivity to the
QGP viscosity in these higher-energy collisions.
II. DETAILS OF THE MODEL
We will next outline the NLO-improved EKRT EbyE
model [3], and also set the stage for the initial state calcu-
lation performed in
√
sNN = 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb collisions
at the LHC.
The initial minijet transverse energy (ET ) produced
perturbatively into a rapidity interval ∆y in high-energy
A+A collisions and above a transverse momentum scale
p0  ΛQCD, can be computed in NLO as [28]
dET
d2r
(p0,
√
sNN , A,∆y, r,b;β) = ρAA(r)σ〈ET 〉p0,∆y,β ,
(1)
where r is the transverse coordinate and b impact pa-
rameter. The nuclear collision geometry is given by the
nuclear overlap density
ρAA(r) = TA
(
r− b
2
)
TA
(
r +
b
2
)
, (2)
where TA is the standard nuclear thickness function
computed from the Woods-Saxon density distribution.
The collinearly factorized minijet cross-section, σ〈ET 〉
[27, 35], is given in NLO by [28, 36, 37]
σ〈ET 〉p0,∆y,β =
3∑
n=2
1
n!
∫
d[PS]n
dσ2→n
d[PS]n
S˜n(p0,∆y, β),
(3)
where dσ2→n/d[PS]n are the differential partonic cross-
sections, which contain the squared 2→ 3 and ultraviolet
renormalized 2→ 2 matrix elements of order α3s [38, 39]
and nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs). In
this work, we use the NLO EPS09s spatially depen-
dent nPDFs [40] together with the CTEQ6M free-proton
PDFs [41]. The measurement functions S˜n, which ensure
that the NLO minijet σ〈ET 〉 is a well-defined (collinear
and infrared safe) quantity to compute, and which are
analogous to those in jet production [42], are given by
[28]
S˜n(p0,∆y, β) =
(
n∑
i=1
Θ(yi ∈ ∆y)pT,i
)
×Θ
(
n∑
i=1
pT,i ≥ 2p0
)
×Θ
(
n∑
i=1
Θ(yi ∈ ∆y)pT,i ≥ βp0
)
,
(4)
where Θ is the standard step function. Here, the indi-
vidual terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) define i) the minijet
ET as a sum of the transverse momenta pT,i of those par-
tons whose rapidities yi fall in ∆y, ii) the hard pertur-
bative scatterings to be those where at least a minimum
amount 2p0 of transverse momentum is produced, and
iii) a possible requirement of having a minimum amount
of minijet transverse energy, ET ≥ βp0, produced in ∆y.
As explained in [28], any β ∈ [0, 1] leads to a well-defined
NLO computation but as the minijet ET is not a direct
observable β has to be determined from the data.
In this model, the low-pT parton production is con-
trolled by saturation of minijet ET . As discussed in
[28, 29], the saturation in ET production can be con-
jectured to take place when (3 → 2) and higher-order
partonic processes become of the same order of signifi-
cance as the conventional (2→ 2) processes,
dET
d2rdy
(2→ 2) ∼ dET
d2rdy
(3→ 2). (5)
This leads to the following local saturation criterion for
the minijet ET production [56],
dET
d2r
(p0,
√
sNN , A,∆y, r,b, β) =
(
Ksat
pi
)
p30∆y, (6)
where the value of the parameter Ksat is determined from
experimental data. For fixed β and Ksat, we can then
solve Eq. (6) for the saturation scale, p0 = psat, locally
in r.
In Fig. 1 we show, as one example, the computed psat
values for Ksat = 0.50 and β = 0.8 as a function of
3ρAA with several values of impact parameter in
√
sNN =
5.023 TeV and 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC
and in
√
sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC.
As demonstrated by the figure (and originally discussed
already in the LO context [43]) for fixed β and Ksat the
computed psat scales quite accurately with ρAA. This
key observation allows us to parametrize the computed
psat(ρAA) as a function of Ksat and β, and construct the
EbyE fluctuating initial conditions for hydrodynamics.
The parametrization, introduced in Ref. [3], is given in
Table I.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The computed saturation momenta for
fixed values of Ksat = 0.5 and β = 0.8 in LHC Pb+Pb colli-
sions at
√
sNN = 5.023 and 2.76 TeV and for RHIC Au+Au
at
√
sNN = 200 GeV, as functions of the nuclear overlap
density ρAA = TATA, for fixed impact parameters b = 0,
6.59, and 8.27 fm. The solid lines show the parametrization
psat(ρAA;Ksat, β) for each energy (see [3] and Table I). The
dashed lines show extrapolations of these parametrizations
into the high-ρAA region outside the scope of the EPS09s
nPDFs but which is occasionally probed in centralmost colli-
sions.
TABLE I. Parametrization of the saturation momentum
psat(ρAA;Ksat, β) = C [a+ ρAA]
n − bCan where the (Ksat, β)
dependence of a, b, C and n is given by Pi(Ksat, β) = ai0 +
ai1Ksat +ai2β+ai3Ksatβ+ai4β
2 +ai5K
2
sat, in
√
sNN = 5.023
TeV Pb+Pb collisions for Ksat ∈ [0.4, 2.0] and β < 0.9.
Pi → C n a b
ai0 3.8815258 0.1473175 -0.0033201 0.8542779
ai1 -0.6898452 -0.0192200 0.0146229 -0.0780934
ai2 0.8721024 -0.0341616 -0.0006397 0.0945139
ai3 0.0514622 -0.0016951 0.0090122 -0.0018589
ai4 -1.7354849 0.0597188 -0.0024042 -0.2031812
ai5 0.1329261 0.0059600 -0.0020607 0.0288765
To build up the EbyE initial conditions, we need to
form the ρAA locally in r for each nuclear collision event.
This is done by first sampling the nucleon positions in the
colliding nuclei from the standard Woods-Saxon density.
Around each nucleon, we then set a gluon ”cloud”, a
transverse density
Tn(r) =
1
2piσ2
exp
(
− r
2
2σ2
)
(7)
and compute the thickness functions TA locally in each
event as a sum of the corresponding gluon transverse den-
sities at each transverse point. The width parameter
σ = 0.43 fm is obtained from the exclusive electropro-
duction data of J/Ψ collected by ZEUS at HERA [44].
For fixed Ksat, β, the local saturation scales psat(r) =
psat(ρAA(r);Ksat, β) in each event are next obtained from
the parametrization of Table I. The local EbyE fluctuat-
ing initial energy densities at the formation of the system
can then be computed as
ε(r, τs(r)) =
dET (psat)
d2r
1
τs(r)∆y
=
Ksat
pi
[psat(r)]
4, (8)
where the local formation time of the minijet plasma is
given by τs(r) = 1/psat(r). Here, for the applicability
of pQCD, the minimum allowed saturation scale is fixed
to pminsat = 1 GeV. This corresponds to a formation time
τ0 = 0.2 fm which we also take as the starting time of
the viscous hydrodynamics stage. The evolution from
τs(r) to τ0 is here done simply by using 1 D Bjorken
hydrodynamics (see discussion in [29]).
The fluid-dynamical evolution in each event is de-
scribed by the state-of-the-art 2+1 dimensional dissipa-
tive relativistic hydrodynamic simulation previously em-
ployed in [3]. In this setup, we neglect the effects of bulk
viscous pressure and diffusion currents, and the evolu-
tion equation of the shear-stress tensor piµν is given by
transient fluid dynamics [45–47]. The initial piµν(τ0) and
transverse flow vT (τ0) are set to zero. Exactly as in [3],
we model the temperature dependence of η/s(T ) with
the parametrizations shown in Fig. 2. As discussed in
detail in [3], all of these reproduce the centrality depen-
dence of charged hadron multiplicities and pT spectra at
the LHC and RHIC, and vn flow harmonics at the LHC.
However, two of them, η/s = 0.2 and param1 do the
best job in predicting simultaneously also the vn coeffi-
cients at RHIC and event-plane angle correlations at the
LHC — hence, a special emphasis is given to these two
parametrizations in the predictions we present here.
In the fluid-dynamic evolution, we employ the lattice
QCD and hadron resonance gas based equation of state
s95p-PCE-v1 [48] with a chemical freeze-out temperature
175 MeV and kinetic freeze-out temperature 100 MeV.
The hadron spectra are calculated with the Cooper-Frye
freeze-out procedure [49], and resonance decays after the
freeze-out are included. The local equilibrium particle
distributions are derived by using the Israel’s and Stew-
art’s 14-moment approximation [50], where the relative
deviations from the equilibrium distributions (the ”δf
corrections”) are assumed to be proportional to pµpνpi
µν
for each particle species.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio as a
function of temperature as determined in Ref. [3] and applied
here. Out of these, the best overall global fit to the RHIC
and LHC observables is obtained with η/s = 0.2 and param1
[3].
As discussed in [3, 28] the parameters Ksat and β are
correlated. Following again Ref. [3], we fix β = 0.8 and
for each of the η/s(T ) parametrizations we iteratively
determine Ksat so that we reproduce the charged hadron
multiplicity measured by ALICE [51] in the 0-5 % cen-
trality class in
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at
the LHC. With the fixed Ksat and β the NLO EKRT
EbyE model is then closed, and it correctly predicts the
centrality dependence of the LHC bulk observables and
that for RHIC as well [3]. Here, we wish to test and
demonstrate this predictive power further, by computing
bulk observables for the forthcoming higher-energy LHC
heavy-ion run.
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 3a and Table II we present the NLO EKRT
EbyE model predictions for the cms-energy dependence
of charged hadron multiplicity in the 0-5 % centrality
class from RHIC
√
sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au collisions to
the LHC
√
sNN = 2.76 and 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb collisions,
computed for the five η/s(T ) parametrizations in Fig. 2.
The three multiplicities in each case follow very closely
the power law-fits of Table II and shown by the lines in
Fig. 3a. The computed RHIC and lower-energy LHC re-
sults are from [3] and the predictions for the 5.023 TeV
can be read off from where the EKRT error bar resides
[57]. Interestingly, the
√
sNN slopes get ordered accord-
ing to the η/s in the hottest QGP stages, param3 giving
the steepest and param2 the gentlest slope. To estimate
the error bar shown on our EKRT prediction, we allow
for a change in our normalization (Ksat from the LHC
2.76 TeV measurements) within the error limits of the
ALICE multiplicity, and assume that a small change of
Ksat does not affect the
√
sNN slope of multiplicity visi-
bly. The EKRT error bar of Fig. 3a is then obtained as
the envelope of the minimum and maximum predictions
from all five η/s parametrizations.
TABLE II. Charged hadron multiplicities in the 0-5% cen-
trality class in
√
sNN = 200 GeV Au+Au, and 2.76 TeV and
5.023 TeV Pb+Pb collisions, computed from the NLO EbyE
EKRT model for the five η/s(T ) cases of Ref. [3], normalizing
the Ksat to the 2.76 TeV measurement and keeping β = 0.8
fixed. The last column shows a power-law fit to the computed
three points.
√
sNN/GeV 200 2760 5023 fit a(sNN/GeV
2)p
η/s(T ) = 0.2 662.1 1564 1908 a = 115.9, p = 0.1643
param1 643.2 1599 1973 a = 101.7, p = 0.1739
param2 679.6 1591 1941 a = 120.6, p = 0.1630
param3 619.7 1583 1965 a = 92.79, p = 0.1791
param4 655.6 1583 1945 a = 109.2, p = 0.1689
Our best shot at the LHC 5.023 TeV multiplicity pre-
diction is then presented in Fig. 3b where we focus only
on the two best-fitting η/s cases of Ref. [3], the constant
0.2 and param1. We can see here and also in Fig. 3a
that the variation in η/s (within the five η/s limits stud-
ied here) induces only a few-percent error on our LHC
multiplicity prediction. Again, we estimate the EKRT
error band similarly as for Fig. 3a, allowing our normal-
ization to change within the limits of the 2.76 TeV AL-
ICE point for both η/s parametrizations and then taking
a simple envelope of the maximum and minimum predic-
tions. Hence, our prediction for the charged hadron mul-
tiplicity in the 0-5% centrality class of 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC is
dNch
dη
∣∣∣∣
|η|≤0.5
= 1876 . . . 2046. (9)
The power law behavior the NLO EKRT model pre-
dicts here from 200 GeV Au+Au collisions to 5.023 TeV
Pb+Pb collisions is
dNch
dη
∣∣∣∣
|η|≤0.5
∝ s0.164...0.174, (10)
with the smaller power for param1 and larger one for
η/s = 0.2.
Figure 4 shows the NLO EKRT EbyE model predic-
tion for the centrality dependence of the charged hadron
multiplicity at mid-rapidity in 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb colli-
sions. As seen in the figure, the computed centrality
dependence remains very similar to that at 2.76 TeV, all
five η/s(T ) cases leading essentially to the same result.
In Fig. 5 we show the EKRT 5.023 TeV predictions
for the centrality dependence of flow harmonics vn{2}
of charged hadrons obtained from 2-particle cumulants.
ALICE 2.76 TeV data are shown for comparison here.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Charged hadron multiplicities in the 0-5 % centrality class in
√
sNN = 5.023 TeV and 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC and 200 GeV Au+Au collisions at RHIC, computed (a) for all five η/s(T ) parametrizations of Fig. 2 [3]
and (b) for the two best-fitting η/s(T ) parametrizations. The solid lines are power law fits to the EKRT results, see Table II.
For explanation of the the EKRT error bars, see text. The ALICE [51] data point is used for normalization here, and the CMS
multiplicity [52] is shown for comparison. The RHIC data are from STAR [53] and PHENIX [54].
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The EKRT prediction for the centrality
dependence of charged hadron multiplicity in
√
sNN = 5.023
TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC, computed for for all five
η/s(T ) parametrizations of Fig. 2 [3]. The results of Ref. [3]
and the ALICE measurement [51] at 2.76 TeV are shown for
comparison.
Panel (a) shows our predictions for all the five η/s(T )
parametrizations studied, and panel (b) shows our best
predictions. Interestingly, when comparing with Fig. 14a
of Ref. [3], we notice that when including the 5.023
TeV collisions into the analysis the vn{2} coefficients
show slightly more sensitivity to η/s(T ) than using the
2.76 TeV data alone. This is further demonstrated in
Fig. 6, where the ratios of the vn{2} coefficients at
5.023 TeV and 2.76 TeV are shown for the five differ-
ent η/s(T ) parametrizations we have considered. Note
that while the flow coefficients are more sensitive to the
high-temperature part of η/s(T ) at higher collision en-
ergy, they still remain sensitive to the minimum value
in the QCD transition region. Even if our best predic-
tions η/s = 0.20 and param1 have quite different high
temperature behavior, they also have different minimum
values, and therefore both parametrizations give quite a
similar increase of v2{2}. Overall, the increases of v2{2}
from 2.76 to 5.023 TeV are quite moderate, of the order
5 % at most from central to mid-peripheral collisions.
The increases of the higher harmonics v3{2} and v4{2}
are more pronounced, and can be of the order 10 % for
the best η/s(T ) parametrizations, and go up to 30 % if
all the parametrizations are considered. The higher har-
monics are also more sensitive to the differences between
the η/s(T ) parametrizations than v2{2}. Therefore, pre-
cise measurements of vn{2} should be able to give further
constraints to η/s(T ).
Finally, in Fig. 7 we show the NLO EKRT EbyE model
predictions for several event-plane angle correlations in-
volving two different event plane angles Ψn of charged
hadrons produced in
√
sNN = 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb colli-
sions at the LHC. Again, our best prediction corresponds
to the cases η/s(T ) = 0.2 and param1, the rest three
cases are shown for testing the sensitivity of this observ-
able to changes of η/s(T ). Comparing with the ATLAS
2.76 TeV data shown in the figure and Fig. 19 in [3], we
can see that only marginal changes in the magnitude of
these correlations are expected relative to the lower LHC-
energy case, and that the η/s(T ) discrimination power of
the forthcoming new LHC data on this observable is quite
similar to that at 2.76 TeV.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Centrality dependence of the flow coefficients vn{2} from the charged hadron 2-particle cumulants in√
sNN = 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC, computed for (a) all five η/s(T ) parametrizations of Fig. 2 [3], and (b)
focusing on the two best fitting η/s(T ) scenarios. ALICE data [55] at 2.76 TeV are shown for comparison.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Ratio of the flow coefficients vn{2} at 5.023 TeV and 2.76 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC for the five
η/s(T ) parametrizations of Fig. 2.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, keeping the setup fixed exactly as in
Ref. [3], we have presented the NLO EKRT EbyE model
predictions for charged hadron multiplicity and its cen-
trality dependence, for centrality dependence of the flow
coefficients vn{2} and correlations of two event-plane an-
gles in the forthcoming
√
sNN = 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb col-
lisions at the LHC. For the 0-5% centrality class, we pre-
dict dNch/dη
∣∣
|η|≤0.5 = 1876 . . . 2046 and a power-law be-
havior dNch/dη
∣∣
|η|≤0.5 ∝ s0.164...0.174 from the 200 GeV
Au+Au collisions to the 2.76 and 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb col-
lisions. The centrality dependencies of the studied ob-
servables are predicted to be very similar to those at
2.76 TeV, and the vn{2} coefficients and event-plane an-
gle correlations are predicted to be almost unchanged.
The 5.023 TeV vn{2} measurement may, however, offer
slightly more discriminating power on η/s(T ) than the
2.76 TeV data alone. Especially, the 5.023 TeV LHC mul-
tiplicity measurement will be very interesting: already
the original EKRT model with ideal fluid dynamics pre-
dicted a power law behavior [25, 26] for the cms-energy
slope of multiplicity from RHIC to LHC energies but as
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Correlations of two event-plane angles for charged hadrons in
√
sNN = 5.023 TeV Pb+Pb collisions at
the LHC, computed from the NLO EKRT EbyE model using all five η/s(T ) cases of Fig. 2 [3]. The ATLAS 2.76 TeV data [18]
are shown for comparison.
we discussed here, the cms-energy slope depends particu-
larly on η/s(T ) of the hottest QGP stage. The forthcom-
ing LHC measurements will give a very welcome increase
to the
√
sNN leverage arm for testing whether the growth
of multiplicity indeed continues as a power law in
√
sNN
as we predicted here by keeping the parameters β fixed
and Ksat independent of the cms-energy.
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